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Next meeting:
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and Fixtures. Bring your jigs
in as well.
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I

nspiration is a relative term in woodworking. We often view a
beautifully crafted project which releases those endorphins to our
brain, making a mental note of the characteristics that we would
want to incorporate in a project of our own. They might be a particular dimension (the Golden ratio of 1.618 - proven throughout history), the unique shape of a bowl, or a subtle detail like the string inlay
or cuff on a table leg. The source of this inspiration can also be varied. Some of us filter through magazines, furniture catalogs, and the
images on the internet searching for inspiration.
Satisfaction is another relative term for us. This can be best achieved
by the completion of a project. It can be obtained in varying degrees.
Our experience in woodworking will dictate just how much satisfaction you receive from a project. For instance, creating a piece from a
source of inspiration, say, a set of plans provided by someone else,
will give you satisfaction. However, when you venture into your own
creative mind, you’ll find even greater satisfaction because you’ve challenged yourself, and won.
With all of this in mind, I would encourage all to seek inspiration to
attain satisfaction. You wouldn’t continue woodworking if you weren’t
satisfied, would you? There is no doubt that the greatest source of
inspiration for us comes from the ac tual viewing of the desired
object. Pictures are deceptive. This is why our Show is so vital to our
group. Any opportunity to view projects (museums, galleries, furniture
stores, etc) should be considered.
The largest woodworking group in the Northeast, with over 800
members, holds their annual Showcase this year on March 28th and
29th. We have always been supportive of their exhibition, and will
continue to do so if there is enough interest and commitment from
our group to charter a “good” bus and travel to Saratoga Springs to
attend. I will poll the group at the next meeting to determine what we
do. The cost will be about $50-$60 dollars for the trip, plus your cost
of the dinner stop. If we do not charter a bus, it appears some in our
group will carpool up instead. If the dates work for you, and you don’t
mind traveling amongst fellow woodworkers for a few hours, then
what is your price for inspiration?
ON THE COVER:
Alain Tiercy demonstrates his scrollsaw mastery & Matt Stern
shows off his first chair.
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Secretary’s Report
Steve Blakely
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feel like I am the following act to the Beatles in a
rock concert. How does one follow up on such a
gentleman, a leader and a friend? Gabe Jean, our
‘retiring’ Secretary and past LIWC President has decided to step down and devote his time to other pleasures. I can safely say there is not one club member who
is happy to see him leave the Secretary position. I can
only hope that I will be able to half-fill his shoes. Thank
you Gabe, for everything you have contributed (thus
far) to the LIWC.
The January LIWC meeting opened a bit after 7 PM and
it was a slightly different format. Members were standing, milling about. Why? Because it was the ROUND
ROBIN meeting! Mike Daum opened the meeting welcoming everyone, including some newcomers to the
group. Three new members introduced themselves, but
unfortunately I was unable to get their names. Welcome
new members! In addition Mike spoke about:
Festool, who was attending our meeting demonstrating
their products and is being sponsored by AceTool.
A volunteer was requested to coordinate the Saturday
Workshops. Without a volunteer, the Saturday
Workshops will not occur. Charlie James approached
Mike Daum at the end of the meeting to take the position. Thanks Charlie!
Mike talked about the Northeastern Woodworkers
Association show in Saratoga Springs, being held on
March 28th and 29th. The cost would be about $40.00
- $45.00 per person. The membership did not appear
very interested in renting a “good” bus and going as a
group. Please keep this trip in mind and I am sure Mike
will talk about it in February.
The Woodworking Show in Somerset, New Jersey
February 27 to March 1 at the Garden State Exhibit
Center offered the LIWC a table to promote the
club. Matt Stern, who brought this up initially on the
Web site, wanted to man the table. A few other members said they would be interested. Matt Stern is going
to take the lead in this endeavor.
The raffle was held and there were some very happy
winners!
The SIGS reported on their monthly meetings. The
SSOW will be working on their own carvings; LIC will
have a discussion on cabinet proportions and LIWG
will have a presentation on bowl turning. Rolf
continued on page eleven
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Show Biz
Steve Blakely
I was going to write something for the Show News, but
Matt Stern beat me to the punch talking about it on the
website. PLEASE, PLEASE, everyone, go to the website and express your opinion! To bring everyone up to
date, this was Matt’s initial post and my response:
MATT:
At Wednesday’s LIWC meeting, Steve Blakley took a
vote on whether we should have the ‘09 show at the
Moose Lodge (where we had it in ‘07 and ‘08), or at the
Bethpage Restoration Village. The BRV seems to have
gotten “the vote”.
However, apparently the BRV is under construction or
renovation, and folks seem to be having trouble with
electricity, plumbing, parking, and other items.
It seems to me, that unless we can be 100% guaranteed
that these items will be done properly, and well in
advance of our show, we should not consider this
venue. We can’t have our show there based on a
“maybe”. The downside risk of having the show there
if these items are not renovated is that our attendees
could become very unhappy, to the extent of never
coming back to another one of our shows. We can’t risk
that.
Just my $.02. I have nothing against the venue, just the
uncertainty.
STEVE:
Just for the record, I would like to state my position on
this issue, as I have been getting a LOT of people
expressing their input. True, I am the show chairperson
and true, I might make some decisions that some or a lot
of people may not like.
A chairperson’s function is to coordinate and present a
proposal for the Executive Board of the LIWC which
will consist of all issues related to, but not limited to;
venders, advertising/publicizing, venue and space allocation, volunteers, costs, security, audio, raffles, semicontinued on page eleven
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Steve uses wet and dry wood. When using wet wood he
rough turns the bowl to a thickness that is 10 percent of
bowl diameter and sets it aside to dry in a paper bag for
Sanjay Kapur
a few months. Wood changes shape when drying.
Anchor seal wax emulsion can be used to slow down the
drying process. Steve demonstrated mounting a rough
turned bowl after drying. Wood can cracking while drying. This happens from the center and the first step in
New member: Carol O’Neill
prepapring wood for turning is to remove the pith. He
There were 36 members in attendance
uses masonite circle templates of various sizes on the
bandsaw to cut a round. The masonite circle template is
Show and tell:
attached to the top of the wood depending on grain figCharlie Felsen made a small wooden flowerpot; ure and is used as a cutting template for the band saw.

Turner’s Guild

Gene Kelly showed pictures of Pew candle stands that
were introduced on Christmas eve service
Barry Saltsberg: salt and pepper mills made from canary
wood,
pens
from
amboyna
thuya
burls
Jim Macallum: Bottle stopper marblewood which took
beatiful finish, a small cedar bowl, juniper bush bowl,
two bowls from cork;
Frank Kiefer: lots of Pens;

SAFETY PRECAUTION: Make sure the flat surface of
the wood is on the bandsaw so that there is no air
between bandsaw table and wood where bandsaw blade
comes out of the wood or the blade will slam down the
wood down, damage the blade and hurt the operator.
Never buck a tree limb on the bandsaw!
There are several ways to mount bowl blanks: 1) Single
Screw chuck, 2) Between centers 3) Glue block
4)Faceplate Wood Artist use between centers to round
off the blank more flexibility and lets them get the best
grain. Production woodturners use other methods. Glue
block conserves wood.

Mike Josiah: pens made out of birdeye maple and then
laser engraved for $3/line by a firm in Virginia
Frank Napoli pens from soapstone and from olive- Steve prefers the Axminster family of chucks. He has
purchased several on eBay. He had one with Dovetail
wood/ebony;
jaw and faceplate rings. He encouraged Bob Urso to
Steve Fulgoni: walnut bowl rosewood spalted maple carry
them
He also demonstrated the David Ellsworth grind on a
bowl gouge and demonstrated its benefits in pulling
pushing scraping etc. He demonstrated Tennon cutting
How to tell grits of buffing compunds? Various sugges- technique make it size of chuck and used callipers to
tions were made, including trying it out but be careful of mark it. He went on to demonstrate more on bowl makgrit pigmenting the wood. How to remove bottle stopper
from chuck ? Use washer, teflon tape etc.
Q/A:

Next Month: Joe Pascucci will demonstrate goblets
Steve Fugloni gave a very good presentation and demontration of Basic bowl turning. He started when collecting
tools he purchased a lathe. Lighting is important. He
uses flourescent lamps as they are bright and cool.
He explained the difference between Spindle turning
(wood fibers along turning axis) vs bowl or face turning
(wood fibers perpendicular to axis). He also emphasized
the difference between Cutting and scraping. Cutting is
preferred as it leaves a smoother finish with less effort
but it is not possible in all cases.
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At the Turners’ Guild Meeting
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Lisa News This was Joe Pascucci’s last night as president of the
Scrolling SIG. Ed presented him with a very nice plaque
Rolf Beuttenmuller thanking him for all his efforts in making the club what
it is today. I hope I can do as well as he has.
We still had some great show and tell along with the
ornament exchange.

T

his will be my last report as secretary for the
scrolling SIG future reports will be presented by
Joe Passalacqua combines scrolling with relief carving.
Linda Blasko. I am sure her writings will be a
His eagle is a fine example.
pleasant change from my rambling nature.
Tim Reardon made some beautiful marquetry coasters
The scrolling SIG closed out the year with a very nice
party thanks to the efforts of Jean and Ed, who did all
the organizing. Ed said that Jean does all the work and he
only does the cleanup. Our membership also brought in
lots of delightful goodies to add to the feeding frenzy. A
big thank you to all.

Richie Zimmerman also combined relief carving with
scrolling and made a Irish Love spoon. Iris brought in a
very nice 3D ornament and a box adorned with segmentation/ intarsia.
Ed had a very detailed fretwork Santa with reindeer.

We also did our first annual ornament exchange, all who
Frank Pace, a new member, started right off with a
wanted to participate brought in a wrapped, scrolled
maple leaf Votive holder.
ornament and then we randomly took one back. I must
say our group makes some neat stuff. In hindsight I
Gabe a reindeer box from a free pattern download.
should have taken some pictures of the ornaments.
Finally there is a picture of Ed giving Joe his plaque and
few pictures of our gathering.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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More LISA Photos
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Secret Society of purchase these basswood eggs in advance.
Woodcarvers
Steven Blakely

B

ecause of the holidays, the SSOW met earlier
than usual on December 17, 2008 at the
American Legion Hall at 20 Thompson Street,
Kings Park, NY.

Once again the Show and Tell carvings were simply
great. Robert Kramer brought in a bird made from a tree
branch and log; the Piotrowski’s are working on their
chains; Rich Zimmerman brought in a beautiful finished
love spoon; Steve Blakley had nice Santa chip carved
ornaments; Bob Urso showed his Santa ornament; and
of course Frank Napoli ….. what did Frank bring in?
Hmmm, I seem to forget, his pieces are so “common”!
Well Frank brought in not one, not two, but THREE
Santa figurines that were in the last issue of Wood
Carving Illustrated. These there pieces were SOOOO
FINE! The painting on these figurines was exquisite and
they looked like they could have been the ones in the
magazine. Congratulations to all the presenters!

President Ed Piotrowski opened the meeting a little bit
after 7 PM. A membership and treasurers report was
given and accepted. Once again, the raffle was a success
and the SIGS finances increased! Frank Napoli also
donated a Christmas Ornament to the club for a prize!
Remember, when you purchase raffle tickets, the club is
Frank also passed around a pamphlet of information
always the winner.
regarding the Suffolk County Woodcarvers, who meet
during the day (mostly). If anyone is interested in this
New business included:
group see Frank or Steve Blakley for information.
Dues are now due! When you pay your LIWC dues,
If you read this far and you are not a member of the
include your SIG dues. There are currently 12 of 23
SSOW, then you must be interested in our group. Come
members paid (as of the above date). Remember, pay
out and join us at the next meeting!
Joe Botts directly when you pay for your LIWC membership!
Steve suggested that because of what appeared to be a
lack of interest in a SINGLE TABLE at the LIWC
General meeting, for all SIGS to display 2-3 projects they
have done, that he was going to withdraw this suggestion. After a brief discussion, it was decided that the
SSOW WOULD support this effort. We will see if the
other SIGS are interested. Meanwhile, the SSOW is
planning to display a few items starting with the FEBRUARY meeting. At the January SSOW meeting, we will
discuss the items we want to display.
New business was that Ed found a guy who is willing to
give us a demonstration on power carving and Steve
found a guy who is willing to give a demonstration on
chip carving, specifically, ornamental eggs. Both suggestions were accepted by the membership in attendance.
Ed and Steve will coordinate the arrangements. It was
also suggested that because the presenters were donating
their time, we would have coffee and donuts at the meeting, paid for by the raffle money.
By a show of hands it was also decided that Steve would
8
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PLANING PINE
by Adam Fisher

I check the grain,
and plane a shaving—
thin enough to see through,
thin enough to see
to the heart of the tree,
thin enough to see the filigree
of the white-blond wood
whose fragrance
floats out and fills me,
so I stand amid the pines
walk on soft needles,
each step releasing
clouds of fragrance
whose beauty makes me gasp.
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M.L. Condon Co. bird’s-eye maple, pearwood and hickory. A third area has
Exotic &Domestic satinwood, obeche and willow. Many of these species are
Lumbers stored in a second level. No signs indicate the location,

and the stairway is anything but obvious. Be prepared to
explore. And be prepared to climb. Some of the bins
Roger Schroeder require that you mount a vertical ladder to reach them.
Warning: no guard rails have been erected around the
recent phone call to a Long Island lumber comlandings. A misstep may not prove fatal, but you risk seripany resulted in more than sticker shock. It was
ous injury.
comparable to the feeling that comes with an
impending anxiety attack aggravated by shortness of
I know that some lumber yards discourage “picking”
breath and heart palpitations. Bird’s-eye maple, a species
through piles. One worker at a Long Island building and
I’ve often purchased in Vermont for a few dollars a
supply company threatened to cut my hands off if I even
board foot, was priced at $29(!) per bf. Other local yards
touched a pile of redwood. Condon, for better or worse,
either didn’t have the wood or offered lumber that had a
leaves it up to the customer to pick, select and carry the
handful of miniscule eyes over a long length of board.
wood to the checkout area in the rear of the yard.

A

I prefer dealing with Wood-Ply in Freeport, Roberts
Plywood in Deer Park, and J & A Lumber in
Ronkonkoma. But at least twice a year I overcome my
bridge-crossing trepidations and take the trip to M.L.
Condon in White Plains. Yes, they carry a supply of
bird’s-eye maple boards that have plenty of figure. In
addition, they stock over 100 other species including
woodworkers’ favorites—cherry, oak, maple, mahogany
pine and walnut—as well as elm, kingwood, koa, pearwood, satinwood, wenge and yew. Some odd-to-find
woods are boxwood, English lime, red gum, obeche and
willow. For those who prefer plywoods—interior, marine
and aircraft—Condon carries about two dozen varieties:
anigre, Baltic birch, mahogany, maples, oaks and bending
lauan, among others. Condon also sells veneers and
moldings. If you want a custom-made molding, Condon
will accommodate given a sketch or sample.
Before starting out for the first time, I strongly recommend using either MapQuest or GPS, although they
offer different routes. Regardless of the roads I take,
traveling time from Amityville is rarely more than an
hour and 15 minutes after morning rush hour. It’s easy to
pass right by the company given the off-the-beaten-path
location and its unassuming sign. But once you find the
entrance, you’ll be in a horseshoe-shaped yard with plenty to look at. Incidentally, don’t park on the road. There’s
always a space in the yard to leave your vehicle.

Much to my delight, one section offers specials. Expect
to find a bundle of walnut shorts, a few pieces of thinly
planed quartersawn white oak, a length of sugar pine
with a slight check at one end, or a 4-foot board of vermillion free of defects. I’ve gotten some very good buys
and will continue to look for more.
I usually have a list of the woods I want when I make the
trip to Condon, but being a wood junkie, I find myself
bringing home a board of English brown oak or butternut that I hadn’t planned on buying. After making several visits over the last two years, I haven’t had any complaints with the quality.
How does M.L. Condon stack up with other lumber
yards when it comes to pricing? A few calls revealed the
following numbers per board foot, for plain red oak, 4/4
stock:
M.L. Condon
J & A Lumber
Roberts Plywood
Wood-Ply

$3.70
$4.25
$2.37
$3.79

Prices at Condon vary based on width and quantity.
There’s a discount if you purchase more than 300 bf, and
wide boards will add on anywhere from $.30 for a species
like beech to $10 for cocobolo. With most, it’s an additional $1 to $2.

I’m not sure who determined how the various species get
placement. In one area, mercifully indoors if you visit in
Despite Condon’s competitive prices, there are some
the winter, you’ll find bins well stocked with walnut,
downsides to the company that detractors like to point
burls, ebony, cocobolo and more. In another, there’s
out. For one, there’s no toll-free number. Nor is there a
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Roger Schroeder shows off some of the wood he purchased
during his latest trip to M.L. Condon in White Plains, New York.

website. The yard is never open on weekends. And, no credit cards are accepted. It’s check or cash only. On the
upside, Condon has been in business since 1912. That kind of longevity tells me that despite the no-frills approach
to selling lumber, the company must be reliable with a solid base of woodworking buyers.
I make sure to call first before leaving the Island. I also ask about availability of the species I plan to purchase. If
you’re interested in taking the trip to Condon and want someone to share the tolls and talk shop with, give me a call.
I’ll be happy to come along for the ride…and some more lumber.

M.L. Condon at a Glance
Address: 250 Ferris Avenue, White Plains, NY 10603
Phone: 914-946-4111
Business Hours: Monday through Friday 8 am to 4:30 pm
Payment: Cash or check; no credit cards
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Beuttenmuller showed a wonderful turning bell with 3-D
Beuttenmuller, the new President of LISA thanked Joe scroll saw inserts. Very nice projects everyone!
Pascucci for his past “Presidentship” and promised to try
to live up to the past leadership.
Mike then thanked everyone and opened the meeting to
the Round Robin portion. Frank Napoli and Barry
Now it was my turn. I informed the membership that at Saltsberg were at the carving table. Barry was working
the next LIWC meeting there would be a table that on a real neat relief carving while Frank showed his latwould feature work from members within the SIG’s. I est carvings. Alain Tiercy was working on a wild cat
also spoke about the LIWC Woodworking Show. For scroll saw project and Melissa Bishop was doing some
information you have to read Show Biz in this issue of turning. In addition there was Festool showing their
the Woodrack. I also asked for volunteers to review and products. Each and every table had a crowd around it
recommend changes to the LIWC By-Laws. Volunteers and was well received. Coffee and cakes were supplied,
were identified and I will be in touch with them shortly. as always, by the Piotrowski’s. Thank you both!
Minutes continued from page three

For show and tell, Matt Stern had a beautiful chair; A special thanks to Ace Tools’ Sales Manager Leon S.
Richard Weil brought in a toy car limo with a aluminum Davidman, for bringing Festool to our meeting.
“75” on the top; a retirement gift for a friend, and Rolf

Show Biz continued from page three

However, the contact person Barry was speaking to has
nars, exhibits, tickets, registration and most importantly, been moved to another position. Barry is trying to make
what the majority of the membership wants. This is contact with the new person who is in charge of the area
being done by the dedicated team of volunteers who we are interested in.
have already come forward to make this show work.
I want to make it perfectly clear that I took a general vote
Since the venue is so important on everyone’s mind, let at the meeting because I wanted to see how many people
me address that issue. The venue is still open. Let me wanted to go to OBV. It directs me in the AMOUNT
repeat that. THE VENUE IS STILL OPEN. Old OF EFFORT Barry, myself and all the other volunteers
Bethpage Restoration (OBR) is a great location. It does will put into this location. I also want to make it perfectly
have its drawbacks. Currently Barry Saltsberg is working clear that I will not present to the LIWC Executive Board
on getting information on the following: lighting; bath- (and membership) ANY plan that has flaws.
That
rooms, rent costs, utility costs, tables; sufficient electrical means I will not present to anyone, anything that has
power; food vender and parking, which is about 1/4 mile “unknowns”, “possibilities” and “maybes” attached to it.
away from building for the attendees (I am sure the
exhibitors can drive up to the building, drop off their Since Matt opened this discussion here, I encourage
stuff and drive back to the parking area, but this also has ANYONE, RIGHT NOW, to voice their opinion. I
to be checked out.) The people in charge of OBV have need the input of everyone. Remember the old saying,
informed Barry that the lighting, bathrooms and electri- “Speak now or forever hold your peace.”
cal power will be upgraded and ready for our show.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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The Marketplace
4/4 Spalted Beech lumber for sale. Most 9” and
wider 8’ long, with great figure. http://www.righteouswoods.net/Beech_European_Spalted.html is
selling it for $14.20 a board foot, I am asking $7 a
bf for quantities less then 50 bf, $5.50 for quantities
over.
Powermatic 719A Hollow Chisel Mortiser with 4
chisels and mobile base. Great condition, works
like a champ. Asking $595, about $950 for all this
new, save money and get a great tool.
Bill at wmarr@optonline.net, or 631 312 6617
Performax 25 x 2 Dual Drum Sander with Power
Feed; 5 hop 220 V Leeson Motor. Machine has
“low mileage”
Bob Urso (631) 724-4625 or through the club website
12" Sear's bandsaw, good condition, $175,14"
Reliance Bandsaw, good condition $225, 10"
Ryobi Tablesaw, good condition
Charlie Morehouse (631) 271-7251
3 hp 4 bag Reliant dust collector $275, 12” radial
arm saw, rusted but runs. Free to a good home.

Foley Model 387 Automatic Saw Filer
Complete with extra files.

DEWALT DW682K Heavy-Duty 6.5 Amp Plate
Joiner. Never used $110.
Drill Doctor 750 Professional Pro kit . Never used
$80.

Norman Picht (631) 242-9255
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

Joe Petito (631) 751-0732

Fine Woodworking Magazines, issues 1-159 plus
index to 120 Excellent condition $475
Woodsmith Magazines, issues 1-143 plus index to
126
Excellent Condition $300
Gene Kelly (631) 265-5218
L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving &
Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
Need someone to tune a working Craftsman 10"
radial arm saw for a fee
Harold Schechtel 631-539-6290
I have a live black walnut tree which is 55 inches in
circumference at one ft. above the ground and
extends to 25 ft. to the first branch. The tree is
yours for the cutting.
Jim Ganci at 631-271-7517 in Dix Hills

Cherry 4/4 and 8/4
Quarter Sawn Red Oak 4/4 by 14" wide
Hard Maple, Curly Maple, Assorted pieces of White
Oak, Ash, Lacewood, Honduras Mahogany
Basswood 4/4 and 12?4 12" Wide, Purple Heart,
Sequenced matched Birch Plywood 1/4" and 3/4"
Partial Sheet of 1/2 " cherry Plywood.
Craftsman bench top router table Free
Freestanding Router Table $25.00
Common White Pine Assorted width and length
Free
Chris Lee (631) 754-2456
Makita LS1013 10” Dual slide compound
saw extra blade & Woodhaven .drop stop
system .Mint condishion Never moved
around. $295.00
Jim Clancy 516-8228250

Laser etched photos on wood.

Bosch 1594K power planer is perfect shape,
compete with case. $90
Grizzly bandsaw power feeder, with urethane
rollers. $400.

Contact Dave Schichtel at (516) 671-5964 or
www.the-wood-shop.com

Daryl Rosenblatt (516)581-1843
DarylRos@aol.com

Willie (631) 235-0186

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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